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Burst-mode activated 

THE POINT OF VIEW  
Read the following text and find the P.O.V. of this short paragraph. 
Justify your answer with 2 evidence of text.

Evidence #1 

Once upon a time, in a far far away land existed a clumsy young 

woman known as Macy-Clamsy. She had beautiful long hair unlike 

any other inhabitants in the kingdom. She lived in a small wooden 

cottage with her taller and friendlier sister, Frandie. As for the 

firstborn, she had the most precious smile in all the land. People 

would always talk about the infamous them and envied their beauty. 

Evidence #2 
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t Emilie doesn’t want to share her 
markers for the art project, even 
though everyone else has shared 

theirs with her. 

Hi, 
there1After reading the paragraph, find one character trait to describe 

the character. Use 1 evidence of the text to justify your answer.

Emilie is

_________
I can tell because

THE character trait  

t 
Fanie is

_________
I can tell because

When the teacher looks in her direction, 
Fanie begins tapping her fingers on her 
desk, and after only a few seconds calls 

out, “What? Why are you looking at me? I 
didn’t do anything!” 
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After reading the paragraph, find the setting of the story. Use 
2 evidence of text to justify your answer.

THE setting 

         Once upon a time, in a far far away land existed a clumsy young 

woman known as Macy-Clamsy. She had beautiful long

 hair unlike any other inhabitants in the kingdom. She lived in a

small wooden cottage with her taller and friendlier sister, Frandie. As for the 

firstborn, she had the most precious smile in all the land. People would always talk about the 

infamous Rupage sisters and envied their beauty. Everyday as requested by their parents, they 

would take care of the family garden. But of course, the two sisters would always fight for the 

most stupid reasons. Frandie would talk to the plants.

‘’Quit talking to them, Frandie! You know our tomatoes hate it when you go on about your 

stories!’’ sighed Macy-Clamsy. 

‘’I have no other choice. You step on them all the time,’’ answered Frandie.

The text says The text says Conclusion

 
 

When 

The story takes 
place

 
 

Where 
The story takes 
place
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THE dialogue challenge 

At that moment, Macy-Clamsy stopped listening to her annoying sister and  noticed something 

strange in the enchanted forest. Her heartbeat increased quickly. The valiant girl decided to 

investigate the situation. Slowly, but heroically, she approached the moving bush. Macy-Clamsy 

stuttered whoever you are, show yourself! Suddenly, a wicked witch came out of her hiding 

spot. You must cut your hair or I’ll bewitch you she threatened. Macy-Clamsy immediately 

refused. That was when the evil witch grabbed Macy-Clamsy. Frandie heard her cry for help 

and ran to the forest. Leave her alone warned Frandie. As soon as Frandie saw the witch would 

not give Macy-Clamsy up, she proposed her with a deal.
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First, read the text below. Next, copy this text on a new page. Then, add the correct dialogue 
punctuation where needed. Finally, make sure to skip a line when there is a dialogue.

q 


